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"Thank you for this stage and opportunity. As all of you know every passing
moment creates difficulty to operate any emergency service organization. Whether
it be lack of willing personnel, financial inhibitions, or simply not having enough
time in a God given day. Today we gather to provide insight on one of dozens of
topics that can benefit fire departments across the Commonwealth. The majority of
the first line of defense for our residents, visitors, and stakeholders, relies on selfgenerated funds to provide those services, voluntarily.
I have been in the fire service for 25 years, serving as chief for 16. I have been
involved with 911 and Emergency Management for just shy of 15 years. In that
time and at this point of my life I am finally realizing that the past 25 years aren't
something I can ever get back. The countless hours of raising funds just to buy fuel
for the trucks. To pay for gas to run portable equipment. To purchase the apparatus
to put the fuel in. Many departments and companies have millions in assets to be
able to provide life and property saving services. But we must stop to consider,
Commonwealth wide, the billions of raffle tickets sold, billions of donation letters
mailed, the millions of dinners and barbeques held, the countless chickens that have
given their lives in order for us, volunteers, to save lives. How many manhours does
this all equate? Its immeasurable. These immeasurable hours funded by volunteers
for volunteers to volunteer. As volunteers we do choose to do so but anything to
ease the workload allows us more time with our families, or allows us to maximize
the funds for other important expenditures. As many people appreciate the service
provided by these women and men, equally with our society there are those that just
expect the service as a free service.
Without the details, a residential structure fire can very easily utilize the entire
funds generated by a Turkey and Biscuit dinner held by my fire company. Days of
preparation preceding the day of the dinner, an evening to hold the dinner and
cleanup, all to have the ability to fund a free service, so that volunteers have the
safest most effective equipment to provide the service. Homeowner's insurance will
provide payment to have fire damage mitigated and restored to normal living

conditions, to replace furniture, to pay a contractor to rebuild if necessary.
Insurances of motor vehicle accidents will make payment to fix and replace
vehicles, repair property damage, cover medical cost, provide transportation, and
pay for tow trucks.
Jefferson County alone has had more than its share of Interstate 80 closures. When
factored in the amount of emergency fire equipment needed to handle the scene,
provide aid to local police, state police and PennDOT for secondary road closures
and provide traffic control, its estimated that one of these major incidents alone can
cost the fire service $3000 to $5000 in cost, when factoring in fuel, equipment
usage, and materials. Many of these incidents can span 10 hours or more.
But for many instances fire service is not in the equation to even recoup a portion of
their actual incurred cost to respond and mitigate. It is over due to establish a
controlled mechanism for fire departments to be able to recuperate for reasonable,
and real costs associated with their emergency response and on scene mitigation. I
do stress controlled so that departments are not tempted to over bill nor take
advantage of this opportunity. Allowing the Office of the Fire Commissioner and
PEMA to oversee and establish procedure or guidelines I feel will be important. I
would hate to see this turn into a fundraiser, of sorts, for some departments. Please
consider this long overdue proposal of House Bill 759 that Representative Dush and
his colleagues have put forth."
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